
I got my eyebrows waxed and tinted and an eyelash lift and tint by Emma last week and I am incredibly happy with the result!

Highly professional service with two incredibly friendly ladies Amy and Emma who are more than happy to assist with any

questions. Highly recommend this service - I couldn’t be happier with the outcome!

Amy at Beautifeyes is just incredible!! So talented, amazing customer service! Simply just could not get any better. My

powderbrows are the best money I ever spent. Couldn’t be happier

😍

Thank you so much Amy! 

🙏

My brows look AMAZING!! I’ve been seeing Amy for years, for lashes and now powder brows, and I cannot fault a single thing!

She’s so professional, and takes the utmost personal care in making sure you get the desired result… I simply can’t recommend

her work enough, very worth it!

I've been getting volume lash extensions done by Amy for about 6 years now and she is simply the best in the business. I have

typical short, sparse and straight Asian lashes which I know are tricky to do, but Amy always gives me a voluminous yet light and

natural-looking set of lashes that won't weigh down my real lashes. My infills consistently last for at least 4 weeks so that's

money well-spent!

I’ve also had microblading done on my brows back in 2019 and the colour hasn’t changed much after over 2 years.

The studio is bright, spacious and comfortable (with more than enough space for social distancing), and it's peaceful and quiet

while also being in a very convenient location near the main Maroubra junction.

Once you've tried Beautifeyes, you won't look back!

Emma is so wonderful and talented - I’m obsessed with my new 2D/3D lashes; they’re light, fluffy and natural. I also like how all

the staff at beautifeyes are so knowledgeable, friendly, and focused on health and safety. Highly recommended.

Hi Everyone,

I have been seeing Amy for around 7 years now and have ALWAYS had a very positive experience. Amy is a TRUE MASTER at

the services she offers:

Eyelash extensions: after 7 years I do not think I could go without my fortnightly infills....I am totally addicted. I always have

compliments about my lashes and even after two weeks they look incredible. My natural lashes are still in great condition and

have no damage what so ever (actually they grow really well). Amy is really in a league of her own with lashes.

Brow Tattoo: Oh what a pleasure to have perfect brows that I can just get up and go...no penciling just occasional tidying (wax)

which Amy does as well.

So Amy (Beautifeyes) is like a 1 stop lash and brow bar offering services that are exceptional....too easy. Above all of this Amy is

such a lovely person as are all the gals at Beautifeyes, they make everyone feel welcome and special.

Amy and her team are all absolute professionals in their field of lash extensions, brow and lash tints, brow waxing, brow

lamination and lash lifts. All of these services I have enjoyed from the team for many years. I would not hesitate to highly

recommend the team at Beautifies !

The team at Beautifeyes is fantastic. I’ve been going to Beautifeyes for several years, for both lashes and brows, and I have

always been impressed with the results. The team balance professional expertise with personalised service, they listen and

consult with clients to ensure you feel comfortable with what is being done, and they are always super friendly. I feel totally

confident that I will leave the salon feeling and looking great - every time. I thoroughly recommend Beautifeyes
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